First Quarter 2017-2018

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences appeared in:

- **259** total media citations (June 2017 – August 2017)
- **83** top-tier media citations (June 2017 – August 2017)

### Selected Media Hits

#### June

**The Wall Street Journal**

*Endgame in the Pacific*  
(Marc Gallicchio, History)

**The Conversation**

*Fixing a toxic culture like Uber’s requires more than just a new CEO*  
(Katina Sawyer and Christian Thoroughgood, Psychology)

**CNN**

*What’s wrong with too many white men in one place?*  
(Gordon Coonfield, Communication)

**Washington Post**

*Why artists become activists: It’s not only the election*  
(James Ijames, Theatre)

#### July

**The Orange County Register**

*For ‘Shadow Man,’ author Alan Drew draws on his adolescence in Irvine in the summer of the Night Stalker*  
(Alan Drew, English)

**Gizmodo**

*Did Scientists Just Spot the First Exomoon?*  
(Ed Guinan, Astronomy)

**C-SPAN**

*Civil War Era Women and Volunteerism*  
(Judith Giesberg, History)

#### August

**Washington Post**

*On Prohibition’s 100th anniversary, here’s a distillation of 3 myths about the*
temperance movement.
(Mark Schrad, History)

The New York Times
A Vatican Shot Across the Bow for Hard-Line U.S. Catholics
(Massimo Faggioli, Theology & Religious Studies)

The New Yorker
Is America Headed for a New Kind of Civil War?
(Judith Giesberg, History)

Associated Press
Social media harnessed to expose white nationalists at rally
(Gordon Coonfield, Communication)

The New York Times
Trump Lawyer Forwards Email Echoing Secessionist Rhetoric
(Judith Giesberg, History)

VICE
What to Do When the Fascists Come to Town
(Billie Murray, Communication)

The Wall Street Journal
Millions in U.S. Look Skyward During Solar Eclipse
(Ed Guinan, Astronomy)

The Conversation
Why Princess Diana conspiracies refuse to die
(Derek Arnold, Communication)